Introduction {#sec1}
============

Gels are complex materials, expressing a range of designer viscoelastic properties, which a solid or liquid alone cannot deliver. This kind of mechanical response is particularly desirable in medical therapeutics, as gels can be used to mimic biological tissue, such as in tissue engineering and wound healing.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Through the addition of complementary chemical modifications or polymers, the functionality of these materials can be greatly enhanced.^[@ref3]^ For example, cross-links can be formed using enzymes^[@ref4]^ or by the addition of bridging biomolecules which support the gel structure.^[@ref5]^ The use of interpenetrating polymer networks has also been successful, and gel strengths in the MPa range have been achieved with adhesive properties to rival commercially available surgical alternatives.^[@ref6]−[@ref8]^ The components of these gels, such as alginate mixed with polyacrylamide, work co-operatively to produce composite networks that have superior properties compared with each of the individual components and, although some partially successful theories exist, there is a lack of a detailed understanding on the single molecule level.

Peptide-based gels have gained significant interest commercially as they are formed from naturally occurring amino acids and are therefore biodegradable and often biocompatible.^[@ref9]^ Synthetic peptides can be designed to harness the properties of different amino acids and self-assemble through thermodynamically driven processes into large ordered structures.^[@ref10]^ Some of the most popular peptides self-assemble into long, thin fibrils which then cross-link and entangle, forming networks which trap water and provide mechanical strength.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ The resulting macroscopic properties of these gels are determined by the physical interactions between the fibrils and, despite considerable research effort, there is not an accurate theory which describes such semiflexible polymeric gels.^[@ref7],[@ref12]^ The networks are complex, load-bearing structures, and researchers have demonstrated that changing a variety of environmental factors can yield large changes in their bulk properties.^[@ref13]^ These effects are commonly attributed to the modulation of cross-link strength between fibrils, such as changing the ion concentrations in the gel which alters the interfibre adhesive potentials. However, the load bearing structures lead to novel states of quenched disorder, such as states of prestress, which have important implications for the mechanical properties.^[@ref14]−[@ref16]^

We recently provided strong evidence that a significant portion of the semiflexible fibrils in gelled peptide networks is under prestress by comparing persistence length measurements from single-molecule dynamics and static images of the fibrils. We then applied a naive Bayesian mixture model to identify the population of fibrils under stress in the networks.^[@ref17]^ Thus, the modulation of stresses in the peptide networks provides an excellent opportunity to control the physical properties of these materials. More generally, the use of stresses to precondition biopolymer networks has already been demonstrated to modulate the network load-bearing capabilities on the macroscale, e.g., with collagen.^[@ref18]^ Here, we provide more fundamental information on the origin of the prestresses on the level of single peptide fibers through thermal, noncovalent modulation of the prestresses using the addition of poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM).

pNIPAM is a popular polymer due to the temperature-induced coil-to-globule transition which occurs at its lower critical solution temperature (LCST), which is approximately 32 °C, near human body temperature.^[@ref19]^ This has led to much exciting research with thermoresponsive systems based on pNIPAM microgels and hybrid systems,^[@ref20]−[@ref22]^ many of which exhibit large changes in volume above and below the LCST.^[@ref23]^ We recently developed a mixed peptide/pNIPAM gel system with potential for use as an injectable drug delivery system which undergoes a fully reversible sol--gel transition at near body temperature (∼32 °C), increasing the potential specificity of an incorporated drug.^[@ref24]^ Furthermore, the presence of pNIPAM did not appear to significantly affect the self-assembled peptide structures and it facilitated gelling at concentrations below the usual gelation concentration of the system, suggesting that it modulated the strength and number of cross-links in the networks. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), circular dichroism, and neutron scattering experiments were performed to analyze the self-assembled structures and bonds present, and the results were consistent with our previous work on peptide-only systems.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ However, AFM results revealed bulges along the peptide fibrils predominantly at fiber junctions, suggesting that the pNIPAM stabilized the network by acting as a glue and provided additional cross-links.

In the present study, we investigated the dynamics of the peptide/pNIPAM system at the level of single fibers to show the underlying physical mechanisms behind this behavior. We used the synthetic surfactant-like peptide I~3~K (I is isoleucine and K is lysine), which forms fibrils of radius ∼5 nm and lengths on the order of microns. The peptide is stable over long periods of time, easy to label with commercial fluorescent dyes and has been extensively characterized with a range of techniques, such as atomic force microscopy, neutron scattering, electron microscopy, and super-resolution fluorescence microscopy.^[@ref17],[@ref25]−[@ref27]^ Furthermore, peptides, such as I~3~K, are commercially relevant, as they are simple, inherently biocompatible, and have very short amino-acid sequences, making them cheaper to produce at scale with very high purity. We apply state-of-the-art microscopy and machine learning analysis techniques, including a self-consistent mixture model, to determine the states of prestress in the I~3~K networks as a function of pNIPAM concentration and temperature. Using the self-consistent method allows us to determine the underlying length distributions of the stressed and unstressed fibrils within the sample. We conclude that in addition to modulating the strength of cross-links, the free pNIPAM chains apply osmotic pressure on the I~3~K network, causing the gel to either swell or deswell, exerting tensional (swelling) and compressional (deswelling) stresses on the fibrils within it and a change in the elastic modulus of 3 orders of magnitude. Swelling/deswelling behavior is very common in pNIPAM-based systems following a first-order phase transition if the temperature is switched.^[@ref23]^ The addition of co-solutes can also cause the swelling of gels such as cross-linked DNA and has been explored in molecular dynamics simulations.^[@ref28],[@ref29]^

These results are extremely significant for the performance of gels in therapeutic applications, and a 3 order of magnitude change in the modulus will also occur when the gel composites are placed in vivo due to the temperature increase in the gel. We quantified the underlying changes to the network on the level of individual fibrils, which provides crucial insights for systems of commercial importance.^[@ref30]^ Peptides, such as I~3~K, are potential hosts for a range of drugs, such as antimicrobial peptides.^[@ref31]^ However, the properties of the networks themselves could be tuned using similar means to present a stress environment, which is favorable to the application. For example, reducing mechanical stresses in gels to prevent biofilm growth, which can render antimicrobial drugs ineffective.^[@ref32]^ From the perspective of fundamental research on polymer gels, this study represents the first evidence for the active modulation of states of prestress at the single molecule level and develops the understanding of these systems to allow more refined and rational design of functional materials based on semiflexible gels.^[@ref3]^

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

The water used in the experiments was sourced from a PURELAB purifier (18 MΩ). The I~3~K peptides were synthesized using solid-phase FMOC synthesis, which ensures a high purity of \>98%, as detailed in our previous work.^[@ref25]^ This peptide was from the same batch as previously used to demonstrate states of prestress in their networks.^[@ref17]^ Initially, peptide networks were formed by dissolving the I~3~K in water to a peptide concentration of 20 mM. Dissolution was aided by sonication and heating to 40 °C for approximately 20 min. The peptides were then allowed to age for a week at room temperature.

For the fluorescence microscopy experiments, a partially labeled I~3~K network was created. A sample of the peptides was labeled with Cy3B NHS Ester fluorescent dye obtained from GE Healthcare. The dye was predissolved in anhydrous-dimethyl sulfoxide to a concentration of 1 mg/mL. This was then mixed with the peptide to a final dye concentration of 20 μg/mL, and the conjugation reaction was allowed to complete on an orbital shaker for 2 h. Excess and unconjugated dye was removed from the sample by dialysis using a Slide-A-Lyzer MINI Dialysis Device from Thermo Scientific. Finally, the fully labeled peptides were then mixed with unlabeled peptides, such that 10% (v/v) of the peptide fibers was labeled and the rest was not. This process was necessary to reduce the background when imaging the samples with fluorescence microscopy.

The pNIPAM used was sourced from Sigma-Aldrich (*M*~w~ 20 000--40 000) and was predissolved in water to a concentration of 200 mg/mL. Furthermore, a 40 mM pH 4 acetic acid buffer was also prepared. The prepared buffer, I~3~K (either partially labeled or unlabeled) and pNIPAM, were then all combined to form the final samples for experimentation. The samples were mixed gently but thoroughly, using a pipette and an orbital shaker to ensure that the pNIPAM and I~3~K were distributed as evenly as possible through the samples.

Fluorescence Microscopy {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

The samples were mounted for imaging using microscope slides and circular imaging spacers (Thermo Scientific). Approximately, 7.5 μL of the sample was placed in the well formed by the spacer, and this was sealed in place using a circular coverslip. Fluorescence microscopy was performed on an Olympus IX71 microscope in an epi-illumination geometry with illumination provided by a 561 nm laser (Laser Quantum), which was delivered to the back of the microscope using an oscillated optical fiber. Fluorescence from the sample was collected using a Olympus UAPON 100XOTIRF oil immersion lens, and images were recorded using a Hamamatsu ORCA Flash v2 sCMOS camera. The high numerical aperture (1.49) of the lens allowed us to select thin 200 nm slices within the sample, and only fibrils which were aligned with this imaging plane were used in the analysis. The camera was also able to record videos of fibril dynamics at 100 fps with a 10 ms exposure time. The positions of fibrils in the videos were tracked using the ImageJ plugin JFilament,^[@ref33]^ whereas in still images they were segmented using FiberApp.^[@ref34]^ Both software used open contour snakes algorithms to fit the position of the fibrils and more information on this procedure can be found in the Section 1 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf).

Rheology {#sec2.3}
--------

Rheology experiments were performed on a Bohlin HR Nano rheometer fitted with a Julabo water bath and circulator to allow for temperature control. All experiments were performed using a cone-plate geometry with a cone which had an angle of 2°, a diameter of 20 mm, and a gap height set to 0.07 mm. This allowed a small amount of sample to be used in each experiment (approximately 110 μL) and for the system to reach thermal equilibrium in a short time. A solvent trap was used to minimize sample evaporation and, after loading, the sample was allowed to rest for 2 min to reach thermal equilibrium. Oscillatory rheology was performed on the samples, and a frequency sweep with controlled stress was performed in the range 0.1--10 Hz. The value of the controlled stress was determined by performing an amplitude sweep at 1 Hz, and the stress value for the frequency sweep was selected such that the sample was in the linear viscoelastic regime. Typical values for the stress used were between 0.02 and 5 Pa depending on the sample.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Bulk Viscoelastic Properties {#sec3.1}
----------------------------

The self-assembling peptide I~3~K was used throughout, and a 8 mM (4.2 mg/mL) peptide concentration was chosen as it is well above the critical micelle concentration of 0.43 mM for I~3~K but low enough that the gel network formed was very soft.^[@ref25]^ We used a similar acetic acid buffer to our previous work on the dynamics of I~3~K fibrils with a pH of 4 and a final buffer strength of 8 mM for all samples. This buffer was chosen to control the pH of the samples such that all of the fibrils were highly charged with weak cross-links and significant thermal dynamics. Other buffers were not chosen as they can cause the sample to precipitate, become too turbid for imaging or damp thermal dynamics such that they are no longer measurable.^[@ref26]^ In the hybrid I~3~K/pNIPAM systems, three different pNIPAM concentrations were used: 1, 8, and 64 mg/mL. These were chosen to encompass a large range of concentrations while still allowing for microscopy to be performed at higher temperatures. Above the pNIPAM LCST, the globules of pNIPAM scattered light which rendered the sample increasingly opaque as the pNIPAM concentration was increased, which made fluorescence microscopy more challenging.

Samples used in the experiments are shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where (A) and (C) were at room temperature (20 °C) and (B) and (D) were at an elevated temperature (40 °C). The left four samples in each image contain I~3~K at 8 mM concentration, whereas the rightmost sample contains no I~3~K. The pNIPAM concentrations of each sample were 0, 1, 8, 64, and 64 mg/mL from left to right in each image. [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the simple effectiveness of the hybrid I~3~K/pNIPAM system, as demonstrated in our other work.^[@ref24]^ When the peptide was not in the presence of pNIPAM, it did not form a self-supporting gel at either temperature, whereas when it was combined with pNIPAM, the thermoresponsive polymer strengthened the gel at high temperature and it became self-supporting. When pNIPAM was not in the presence of I~3~K, it could not form a gelled structure and, although it transitioned from a clear to an opaque solution, the bulk mechanical properties did not change to the same extent as the hybrid system.

![Images of the samples used in the study. In the left four samples in each image, there is 8 mM I~3~K concentration with 0, 1, 8, and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM. In the rightmost sample of each image, there is just 64 mg/mL pNIPAM without any I~3~K. The samples were imaged upright and inverted at 20 °C (A, C) and at 40 °C (B, D). All samples were not self-supporting at room temperature, but the combined effect of I~3~K and pNIPAM strengthened the system which is self-supporting at the elevated temperature. In the 64 mg/mL pNIPAM samples (two rightmost vials), the high pNIPAM concentration caused moderate adhesion of the sample to the glass, and this effect was more pronounced when I~3~K was included (second from the right).](bm-2019-000853_0001){#fig1}

Rheology experiments were performed on the samples to quantify the visual changes in the bulk mechanical properties. Frequency sweeps in the range 0.1--10 Hz at constant stress were performed on the samples containing 8 mM I~3~K and various pNIPAM concentrations at low and high temperatures, and the results are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The error bars on the measured elastic moduli shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A are calculated from the standard deviation of at least 12 repeats.

![Summary of the linear oscillatory rheology data collected from each sample. (A) Frequency sweep data for the mean elastic modulus (*G*′) of each sample, error bars are the standard error on the mean. At the low temperature, addition of pNIPAM lowered the elastic strength of the gel by approximately 1--2 orders of magnitude and also introduced a strong frequency dependence. At the higher temperature, the addition of pNIPAM strengthened the gel considerably and there is little frequency dependence. To compare the data further, a power law fit was performed on the data and the resulting plateau modulus and scaling parameter are shown in (B) and (C), respectively. The legend in (B) applies to (C) as well, and the errors are obtained from the variance of the fit parameters.](bm-2019-000853_0002){#fig2}

[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A shows that even a small quantity of pNIPAM (1 mg/mL) reduces the mechanical strength of the system by approximately 1 order of magnitude at low temperatures (at a frequency of 1 Hz). Continued addition of pNIPAM to the system at the low temperature does not appear to significantly reduce the strength at the 1 Hz frequency, however it did have a more pronounced effect above the LCST temperature of pNIPAM. At high temperatures (40 °C) the addition of pNIPAM steadily increased the strength of the system and the 64 mg/mL pNIPAM with 8 mM I~3~K is 2 orders of magnitude stronger than the 8 mM I~3~K alone (4.6 kPa compared to 62 Pa at 1 Hz frequency). Given that the addition of pNIPAM weakens the system at lower temperatures, there was an active temperature-induced modulation in the strength of the gel by over 3 orders of magnitude for the 8 mM I~3~K with 64 mg/mL pNIPAM sample, with the elastic modulus at 1 Hz frequency going from 1 Pa at 20 °C to 4.6 kPa at 40 °C.

To further analyze the rheology data, we fitted the frequency sweep data with a power law and expressed both the elastic and viscous moduli as power lawswhere *G*~o~ is the plateau modulus, ω is the frequency, and γ is the scaling parameter.^[@ref35]^[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B,C shows the values of the plateau modulus and the scaling parameter for each sample and, the error bars were calculated using the co-variance matrix from the fitting procedure. The plateau modulus increased considerably with increasing pNIPAM concentration at the higher temperature, as expected from the data in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A. In contrast, the frequency scaling parameter, γ, was constant with the addition of pNIPAM at the higher temperature and was approximately 0.33 for the 1, 8, and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM with 8 mM I~3~K samples i.e., the samples are weak power law gels.^[@ref35]^ At the lower temperature, the addition of pNIPAM to the I~3~K system increases the scaling with frequency from 0.15 with 0 pNIPAM up to 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6 as the pNIPAM concentration increased through 1, 8, and 64 mg/mL.

In general, the bulk rheology experiments confirm the findings of our previous work,^[@ref24]^ and the qualitative conclusions we can draw from [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The relatively low scaling parameter, γ, for the samples at high temperature suggests that the system is gelled. Detailed studies of actin networks with transient cross-linkers have demonstrated similar power law rheology with γ ∼ 0.5, which is modulated by the unbinding rate of the cross-linkers.^[@ref36]^ At the lower temperatures, the pNIPAM disrupts the cross-links of the I~3~K network, as the system strength is more dependent upon the frequency, and the strength is greatly reduced compared to when there was no pNIPAM. This suggests that the sample is acting more like a solution of semiflexible filaments than a semiflexible gel network.^[@ref35]^ The underlying physical mechanism for the hardening/softening effects of pNIPAM is hard to deduce from the bulk rheology data alone. Intuitively, the rheology of the semiflexible I~3~K fibril network will strongly depend upon the number and strength of cross-links between the fibrils. In our previous work, atomic force microscopy showed bulging around the peptide fiber junctions which indicated that the pNIPAM was interacting with the cross-links and enhancing their load bearing capabilities.^[@ref24]^

Along with cross-link modulations, there are other factors that could affect the bulk properties, such as prestresses in the network which we recently showed to exist.^[@ref17]^ The phase behavior of pNIPAM has been well studied, and so it is worth considering the effect of the coil-to-globule transition of the pNIPAM on the I~3~K/pNIPAM system.^[@ref37]^ One of the most significant changes to the pNIPAM is its volume. The radius of gyration of a pNIPAM coil (*M*~w~ = 2 × 10^5^) is a factor of 14 greater than the globule, which represents a reduction in the pervaded volume of over 3 orders of magnitude.^[@ref38]^ The I~3~K and pNIPAM are combined after the preassembly of the I~3~K fibrils and the formation of the network with gentle but thorough mixing ensuring that the I~3~K fibrils are spread evenly. Therefore, in the coil state, the pNIPAM may swell the I~3~K network slightly (an entropic stabilization effect), limiting interactions between I~3~K fibrils and resulting in more solution-like viscoelastic properties. Swelling was investigated by measuring the mesh size of the I~3~K network, but there was no statistically significant change in the results. As the pNIPAM transitions from coil to globule, the osmotic pressure from the pNIPAM is reversed, and the I~3~K network is compressed. This forces the chains together and results in a stronger network, as has been seen for other compressed semiflexible polymer networks.^[@ref39]^ Adhesion of the pNIPAM chain onto the peptide chain may also lead to a stickier interfibre potential and thus additional cross-links with longer lifetimes.

Single-Molecule Dynamics of the System {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------

To develop this model of the interaction between I~3~K and pNIPAM, we considered single-molecule experiments to quantitatively investigate the dynamics of individual I~3~K fibrils in the presence of pNIPAM. To capture the single-molecule dynamics, the I~3~K fibrils were labeled with Cy3B fluorescent dye so that their position could be recorded using fluorescence microscopy. To reduce the signal to noise and isolate the dynamics of individual fibrils, a labeled sample was mixed with an identical unlabeled sample so that 1 in 10 fibrils was labeled. Videos of fibrils in each sample were recorded at 20 and 40 °C, and the position of the fibrils in each frame of the video were tracked using an open contour snakes algorithm with the ImageJ plugin JFilament.^[@ref33]^ More details of the tracking procedure can be found in the Section 1 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf).

A Fourier decomposition of each filament's shape was used to further analyze the dynamics of the filaments.^[@ref17],[@ref39],[@ref40]^ The tangent angle, θ, as a function of length along the fibril, *s*, was represented as a sum of cosineswhere each term in the sum corresponds to a wavevector, , *n* is the mode number, *L* is the length of the fibril, and *a*~*q*~ is the bending mode amplitude associated with the wavevector, *q*. The main advantages of this technique are that the cosine terms feature zero curvature at each end, which is appropriate for our fibrils, and by selecting certain modes, we can filter out contributions to the curvature from different effects. For example, cross-links can affect the modes with the lowest wavevectors, and tracking noise typically impacts the modes with the highest wavevectors.^[@ref17]^ We calculated the first 25 modes for the shape of each filament in every frame of the videos, which ensured that all informations were captured as the higher order modes quickly became dominated by experimental noise.

The average shape of the filament can be calculated by averaging the bending mode amplitudes, *a*~*q*~, over time. This can then be used with the filament's length to reconstruct the tangent angle using [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The reconstructed average tangent angle can then be used along with the average orientation and center of mass of the fibril to calculate the average position of the fibril, which is used to calculate the transverse displacement of the fibril away from its average position over time. Using the Fourier modes in this way allows us to avoid any potential errors from interpolating between points on the fibril contour which are output from the tracking algorithms. We calculated the transverse displacement, *r*, along each filament for each frame of the videos recorded, and this allowed us to calculate the effective confining potential, *V*(*r*), a fibril experiences as a result of its local environment and physical properties. This was calculated from the probability distribution of the transverse displacement, *P*(*r*), using the following equation for the confining potential in terms of the thermal energy, *k*~B~*T*which is based on Boltzmann statistics.^[@ref41]^ The confining potentials around representative filaments from four samples with different pNIPAM concentrations and temperatures are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and further similar images are shown in the Section 2 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf).

![Transverse confining potential as a function of length along an I~3~K filament from each of the different samples at 20 °C (A--D) and 40 °C (E--H). The fibril motion was damped for all samples at high temperature, whereas at the lower temperatures, the sample with no pNIPAM (A) and the sample with 64 mg/mL pNIPAM (D) showed large amplitude motion. The samples with 1 mg/mL (B) or 8 mg/mL (C) pNIPAM showed slightly damped motion at low temperatures. The lengths of the filaments were 30, 22, 20, 14, 17, 7, 26, and 11 μm for (A)--(H) respectively. The vertical scale represents the transverse distance away from the average position of the filament and goes from −0.5 to 0.5 μm. Three further plots for each sample are shown in the Section 2 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf).](bm-2019-000853_0003){#fig3}

From the potentials in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that the fibrils move much more at 20 °C compared to 40 °C, even when there is no pNIPAM in the sample. Peptide self-assembly has been shown to be temperature dependent in the past and so it is not unusual for such systems to show temperature response.^[@ref42]^ All of the samples have similar confining potentials at 40 °C, whereas at the lower temperature, there is a more marked difference. At 20 °C, the pNIPAM concentrations of 1 and 8 mg/mL appear to restrict the motion of the I~3~K fibrils somewhat, whereas when there is no pNIPAM or a high amount of pNIPAM (64 mg/mL), the motion is less restricted. In the high pNIPAM samples, the raw videos showed fibrils which were visibly more active than the other samples, and the fibrils appeared to be able to reptate and slide past each other much more easily.^[@ref43]^

To quantitatively analyze the data from these potentials, we calculated the effective tube radius, which describes the range of transverse space that each section of each fibril can explore. To do this, we fitted the transverse potential with a Gaussian function and used the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit as the effective tube radius.^[@ref44]^ We calculated the tube radius every 50 nm along each fibril and then combined the results to provide the probability distribution of the tube radius for each sample. The results are shown for 20 and 40 °C in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B respectively.

![Tube widths from the dynamic data for each sample at 20 °C (A) and 40 °C (B). Increasing the temperature reduced the tube width for all samples. At high temperature (B), the peaks in the tube width are likely to be associated with the uncertainty in the measurements, which was approximately 25 nm, convolved with the actual movement of the fibril. In the cases of the 8 and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM samples at high temperature, imaging quality was reduced due to the opacity of the sample, which meant that tracking was less accurate and higher tube widths were recorded. The legend in (B) applies to both plots, and the data for each set is from the dynamics of 30--40 fibrils from two separately prepared samples.](bm-2019-000853_0004){#fig4}

The results in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} support the main conclusions from the potentials in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and at the higher temperature all of the tube radii are very low. The distributions for the samples with 0, 1, and 8 mg/mL pNIPAM at 40 °C all peak at approximately 20 nm tube width, which is probably due to the tracking resolution of these kinds of experiments, i.e., the fibers are extensively cross-linked and thus move very little.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ The 64 mg/mL pNIPAM sample peaks at a slightly higher value of approximately 40 nm. However, this is probably also due to the tracking resolution as the signal to noise ratio of these samples was significantly reduced due to the opacity of the sample at high pNIPAM concentrations (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Unfortunately, for the high-temperature sample, it appears as if almost all of the motions we observe are not measurable due to the resolution of our technique. After calculating the transverse velocity of fibrils from the different samples (see Section 1 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf)), the fibrils are often moving at greater than 2 μm/s, which would result in at least 20 nm of motion within the time taken to capture each frame. Therefore, the motion of the fibril over the 10 ms exposure time is enough to limit the tracking accuracy, and these kind of errors do routinely appear in other tracking techniques.^[@ref45]^

For the lower temperature ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), there are more significant differences between the samples. The addition of 1 mg/mL pNIPAM to the I~3~K system appears to significantly damp the motion of the fibrils, and the resulting tube radius distribution is shifted such that there is rarely motion beyond 50 nm from the average fibril position. Further addition of pNIPAM allows the I~3~K fibrils to move more freely, and the distribution widens and shifts to higher values of the tube radius for the 8 mg/mL pNIPAM sample and then again for the 64 mg/mL pNIPAM sample. With the highest amount of pNIPAM (64 mg/mL), the I~3~K fibrils move more freely than when there was no pNIPAM in the sample, and the majority of fibrils have an effective tube radius of 50--100 nm. In our previous work, atomic force microscopy scans suggested that the pNIPAM was clustering onto the I~3~K fibrils themselves, although this was for dried samples.^[@ref24]^ Thus, the higher mobility of fibrils at high pNIPAM concentrations might be due to the pNIPAM coating the outside of the peptide fibrils and reducing the possibility of cross-links between I~3~K fibrils or a more indirect action due to increased osmotic swelling.

Returning to our model of the pNIPAM, modulating the osmotic pressure of the I~3~K gel we can explain the behavior at lower temperatures. When the pNIPAM is below the LCST temperature and in its coil conformation, it can exert an extensional osmotic pressure on the I~3~K network causing it to swell. This swelling will cause tension in the network, resulting in a change in the peptide fibril dynamics. Tension in the network will cause the amplitude of thermal oscillations to reduce significantly, as has been seen in the 1 mg/mL sample shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.^[@ref12],[@ref46],[@ref47]^ With a further increase of pNIPAM concentration to 8 and 64 mg/mL, the swelling causes cross-links in the network to break, allowing the fibrils to move more freely and explaining the increase in the effective tube radii for this samples. Crucially, only the parts of the fibrils which are actively connected to the network (i.e., have cross-links either side) will be under tension, and this allows the ends of fibrils to oscillate, as seen with the confining potential for a fibril in the 1 mg/mL pNIPAM sample in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B.

Another quantitative approach to understanding the dynamics is to look at the properties of the Fourier mode amplitudes, *a*~*q*~, from [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We calculated the mean-square difference (MSD) of the mode amplitudes as a function of lag time and then determined the plateau of the MSD, *A*~*q*~, as a function of wavevector, *q*. For thermally equilibrated semiflexible filaments in a dilute phase, the MSD plateau is proportional to *q*^--2^ as the equipartition theorem can be used to show each mode contributes on average to the fibril bending energy.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ The Fourier mode MSD plateaus, *A*~*q*~, were calculated for each sample and fit to a power law to check the scaling with wavevector, and the results are shown in Section 3 of the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf). The result is as expected for the 20 °C sample with no pNIPAM, a scaling of −1.92 ± 0.07, close to the −2 expected for semiflexible filaments.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ Furthermore, the fit gives a value of the persistence length of 2.1 ± 0.1 mm which is close to the value of 2.41 ± 0.07 mm found previously.^[@ref17]^ For the other samples, it appears as though the pNIPAM acts to damp the motion of lower wavelength modes and reduces the wavevector scaling.

Stress Modulation in the Networks {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------

In our previous work on the dynamics of the I~3~K system, we were able to provide strong evidence that states of prestress existed in fibrils of the gelled networks.^[@ref17]^ From the dramatic increases in the bulk mechanical properties and mobility of individual peptides, we deduce that it is due to a combination of changes in cross-link strength and density but also the prestresses the I~3~K fibrils experience. From the microscopy images of the partially labeled network, it is clear that the temperature-induced coil-to-globule transition of the pNIPAM chains has a significant impact on the conformation of individual filaments, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} contains images of I~3~K fibrils in the 8 mM I~3~K network with 64 mg/mL pNIPAM. At 20 °C ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), the fibrils appear very straight, without significant bending as one might expect for semiflexible filaments with a persistence length on the order of 2 mm. In contrast, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B,C contains images at 40 °C and show significant bending along the length of the filaments. Furthermore, the bends at the higher temperature appear to look like ripples along the fibrils, as if the fibril was at one point straight and has then been compressed axially, leading to a shape which is indicative of confined buckling.^[@ref12]^ We measured the wavelength of the buckling, λ, present in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and compared this with our values for the persistence length, *L*~p~, and bulk elastic modulus of the network, *G*, according to the equationwhere α depends on *G*, λ and the fiber radius, and α ∼ 2.7*G* for I~3~K. κ is the bending rigidity of the fibril and κ = *L*~p~*k*~B~*T*, where *k*~B~*T* is the thermal energy.^[@ref48]^ Using a persistence length of 2.1 mm and elastic modulus as 4.6 kPa, we obtain a buckling wavelength of approximately 1.0 μm, close to the calculated lambda of 2.9 μm from [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B. This is in good agreement for a simple theory that neglects a range of nonlinear effects, such as frictional forces along the fibers. The minimum force required to induce a buckling instability, *f*~c~, can also be calculated as and is ∼0.7 nN, similar to the critical confined buckling force of microtubules in cells (∼0.1 nN).^[@ref48]^ Overall, the images of confined buckling support our model. which predicts that the pNIPAM coil-to-globule transition leads to a reduction in osmotic pressure, which compresses and stiffens the I~3~K network.

![Fluorescence microscopy images of the partially labeled sample containing 8 mM I~3~K and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM. At 20 °C (A), the fibrils all appear to be straight as would be expected from their 2 mm persistence length, whereas at 40 °C (B, C) the fibrils feature significant bending, much more than would be expected for their persistence length and they are therefore compressively stressed. The scale bar in all the images is 5 μm and the image depth of focus is approximately 200 nm.](bm-2019-000853_0005){#fig5}

In our previous work on the states of prestress in the I~3~K system, we applied a mixture model to the fibril bending energy distribution to separate the unstressed fibrils from those in a state of prestress (SPS).^[@ref17]^ Mixture models are popular in machine learning as they work well in classification problems when the subpopulations are overlapping.^[@ref49]^ However, one potential drawback of our previous method is that it only considered the marginal bending energy distribution, and any potential co-variance of the system on fibril length was neglected. For example, longer fibrils are likely to become stressed as they can sample more of the network, are in contact with more fibrils and thus are more likely to have multiple cross-links. To solve this problem, it could have been possible to generate a two-dimensional (2D) mixture model which attempted to fit the 2D probability distribution as a function of bending energy and contour length. However, as the functional form of each marginal distribution is complicated, it is unclear how the co-variance of the parameters should be included in the model. Alternatively, we attempted to model the 2D distribution using a Gaussian mixture model with various numbers of Gaussian profiles combining to fit the data. However, the models did not fit the fat-tailed data well and it seemed counter-intuitive to ignore the analytical expressions we had previously derived.^[@ref17]^ Therefore, to account for the co-variance, we developed an iterative, self-consistent procedure, which accounts for differences in the length distributions of the unstressed and stressed subpopulations within our data, built around fitting the marginal bending energy distribution.

To calculate the proportion of stressed fibrils in our sample, we used a mixture model to describe the bending energy distribution, *P*~e~(*U*)where *U* is the bending energy and *P*~u~(*U*) and *P*~s~(*U*) are the bending energy distributions for the unstressed and stressed fibril subpopulations respectively. π~u~ and π~s~ describe the proportion of fibrils in each subpopulation and π~u~ = 1 -- π~s~, ensures the correct normalization. The I~3~K fibrils have an equilibrium contour distribution which is exponential, as is common for systems of self-assembled filaments.^[@ref27],[@ref50]^ Assuming a power law scaling between the bending energy and contour length, we previously derived the bending energy of unstressed fibrils, *P*~u~(*U*), aswhere *U*~0~ and β are scaling parameters, which depend on the contour length distribution and the scaling between the bending energy and contour length.^[@ref17]^ Additionally, we were able to deduce that *P*~s~(*U*) was a Lévy distribution, given bywhere μ and *c* are the location and scale parameters for the distribution.

To find the states of prestress in our sample, the iterative mixture model proceeds in a similar manner to that from our previous work,^[@ref17]^ and the full procedure is shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Initially, the length distribution of unstressed fibrils was assumed to be the same as the overall population of fibrils, i.e., exponential (step 1). We then generated a set of simulated dilute fibrils to match the unstressed length distribution based on a Monte Carlo simulation of dilute semiflexible polymer conformations (step 2). The bending energy distribution of these simulated fibrils was fit to find β and *U*~0~ from [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} (step 3), and these values were then fixed (within error). Then, we used the mixture model ([eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to find π~u~, π~s~, μ, and *c* (step 4). At this point, we introduced a new step and calculated a weighting, *w*~f~, for each fibril, f, which describes the ratio of *P*~u~(*U*~f~) to *P*~s~(*U*~f~)where *U*~f~ is the bending energy of the fibril and the weights were normalized such that they sum to 1. The weighting was used to allow the calculation of the length distribution of unstressed fibrils (step 5), equivalent to the marginal probability distribution on the length, *P*(*L*) = ∫*P*(*U*,*L*) d*U*. The fitting procedure then returned to step 2 and used the new length distribution for unstressed fibrils in place of the previous one which originally assumed it would be the same as the overall population. Steps 2--5 were then repeated until convergence of the fit parameters for [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which typically took less than five iterations.

![Schematic diagram of the fitting procedure in a self-consistent mixture model to find the states of prestress in the sample along with the length distributions for the stressed and unstressed fibrils. Steps 1--4 are identical to our previous work. We then weight each data point to generate length distributions for the stressed and unstressed fibrils in our sample. This allows us to refit the data with this refined length distribution and iterate steps 2--5 until convergence. Convergence is measured by the stability of the fit parameters between iterations.](bm-2019-000853_0006){#fig6}

By applying our self-consistent mixture model to the data from each of our samples, we calculated the proportion of I~3~K fibrils in a state of prestress, as shown in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In general, the data shows a similar trend to the rheology data from [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B, with the increasing pNIPAM concentration causing an increase in stress at the higher temperature and a smaller effect at the lower temperature. However, in contrast to the rheology data, there is a significant difference in the I~3~K sample with zero pNIPAM at different temperatures, and the states of prestress increased by a factor of 2.6 (0.20--0.52) as the temperature was increased. This increase in stress is consistent with our previous dynamics data ([Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), where the temperature increase dramatically reduced the effective tube widths for the I~3~K chains alone. Once again, this is probably due to slight temperature-induced changes to the fibrils strengthening the cross-links between fibrils. In our previous work, we measured the states of prestress in I~3~K fibrils at 10 mM concentration with pH 7 phosphate-buffered saline, which is a higher pH than that used here (pH 4) and therefore allowed stronger cross-links to be created due to a slightly less positive charge on the fibrils.^[@ref17]^ The proportion of states of prestress in these fibrils was 0.86, which is higher than we have measured here, suggesting that the temperature change from 20 to 40 °C induced a slight increase in cross-link strength but not to the levels of our previous work.

![Proportion of I~3~K fibrils in a state of prestress (SPS), as a function of pNIPAM concentration at different temperatures. As the pNIPAM concentration increased, the SPS in the I~3~K fibrils decreased at low temperature and increased at high temperature, due to the different ways pNIPAM interacted with the I~3~K above and below its critical temperature. The error bars are the uncertainty calculated from fitting to the mixture model for the bending energy distribution. The model was fit to the energy, and the length distributions formed from at least 600 fibers in each sample.](bm-2019-000853_0007){#fig7}

With the addition of pNIPAM, the effect of the temperature change is amplified compared to the I~3~K alone. At the highest pNIPAM concentration, the states of prestress increase by a factor of 5.3, suggesting that the temperature change and the pNIPAM transition contribute equally (both a factor of ∼2.6). For all samples containing pNIPAM, there is a slight reduction in the states of prestress at low temperatures and a more significant increase in them at high temperature when compared to the I~3~K only sample.

At low temperatures, the swollen gel is under tension, and currently our mixture model cannot calculate the tensional stress from the microscopy data. This is due to the large persistence length of the fibrils, which appear rod-like in many of images, and therefore it is difficult to distinguish whether they are under tension. As a result, there are no additional states of prestress for the low-temperature samples. However, there is also no significant reduction in the states of prestress, and this may be due to the inhomogeneous nature of these kinds of networks, causing local patches of stress to remain.^[@ref51]^ In the 64 mg/mL sample, the fibrils were very mobile and seemed disconnected from the network, suggesting that the extensional forces due to the pNIPAM's osmotic pressure were enough to break cross-links between fibrils.

At high temperatures, the addition of the pNIPAM causes a steady increase in the states of prestress in the I~3~K network, in a similar fashion to the rheological data which demonstrated an increase in the elastic modulus on addition of pNIPAM (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The collapse of the pNIPAM chains exerts a compressional force on the I~3~K network, which combined with the slightly stickier fibrils results in a high proportion of stressed fibrils. The sample with the most pNIPAM (64 mg/mL) shows a five-fold increase in the states of prestress in the sample following an increase in temperature from 20 to 40 °C. It also appears as if the neighboring filaments support one another and reduce the total failure of the fibrillar structure, resulting in enhanced mechanical properties. This is evident in the apparent confined buckling of fibrils shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and is a common phenomena found in other semiflexible filaments, such as microtubules.^[@ref48]^

In general, it is misleading to directly compare the rheology results ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) with the proportion of pre-stressed fibrils ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). First of all, the shear modulus can take a very wide range of positive values, whereas the proportion of stressed fibrils is limited between 0 and 1. Therefore, it is not clear how they are interdependent. Studies on collagen suggest that more stress equates to a higher shear modulus,^[@ref18]^ but the peptide network is complex and inhomogeneous so it is not obvious what the scaling would be. From our results, the states of prestress do not significantly affect the bulk properties when the proportion of stressed fibrils is less than ∼0.6, as the zero pNIPAM sample increases in SPS, but does not change significantly in shear modulus. This may be because the stress cannot percolate through the network and is limited to local regions or individual fibrils. At higher proportions of stressed fibrils, such as the 64 mg/mL sample at 40 °C, the stress may be able to percolate causing states of self-stress to appear, which are a network property. This may more strongly modulate the overall network properties, as local regions of stress become interconnected and dominate the network.

Another result of our model is the length distributions of the stressed and unstressed fibrils in each sample. The probability density of each length distribution is shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, allowing the effect of the temperature change to be observed. For each of the distributions, we calculated the mean and standard deviation, and the results are shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E,F, respectively. The results do not show a strong dependence on the pNIPAM concentration, but there is a clear difference between the stressed and unstressed fibrils, and the stressed fibrils are significantly longer than the unstressed ones. At 40 °C, the distributions shift slightly toward shorter fibril lengths, and there are very few unstressed fibrils above 10 μm in length at this temperature. The stressed fibrils have a broader distribution with a standard deviation from 4 to 6 μm compared to the unstressed fibrils from 2 to 4 μm. The stressed fibrils at 40 °C show the strongest dependence on pNIPAM concentration, and the mean for this population decreases with increasing pNIPAM concentration. The overall length distribution for the fibrils is exponential, so as the mean of the stressed fibril distribution reduces it incorporates more and more short fibrils (which are most numerous overall), resulting in a reduced standard deviation. This shows that the increased pNIPAM concentration causes stress to be distributed among a wider range of fibril in the 8 and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM samples.

![(A--D) Probability density of fibril lengths for I~3~K fibrils which are either stressed or unstressed from the self-consistent mixture model ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The distributions are shown for the high- and low-temperatures studied and at pNIPAM concentrations of 0, 1, 8, and 64 mg/mL in subplots (A), (B), (C), and (D) respectively. The largest temperature effect seems to be for the 0 and 64 mg/mL pNIPAM concentrations, where fibrils \>10 μm in length all become stressed at the higher temperatures. From all of the figures, it is seen that the longer fibers have a substantially higher probability to be in a state of prestress. The mean and standard deviation of each length distribution are shown in (E) and (F). The legend in (A) applies to all of the subplots.](bm-2019-000853_0008){#fig8}

Along with the effect of the temperature change on each sample, we can also draw more general conclusions about the system from [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. For example, the smaller unstressed populations at high temperatures in all samples relates to fibrils which are not active in the network, i.e., have one or less cross-links. In the classical literature on flexible polymer gels, these are called dangling ends and do not directly contribute to the elasticity of the networks.^[@ref52]^

Through analysis of network dynamics using bulk rheology and fluorescence microscopy of individual peptide chains we can visualize the osmotic pressure model as shown in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The I~3~K only system features populations of unstressed and stressed fibrils which are compressed due to cross-links with the network preventing them from relaxing and trapping them in states of quenched disorder ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). The addition of pNIPAM at low temperatures (\<32 °C) swells the network and introduces tension to some I~3~K fibrils, weakening the network. However, many of the quenched disorder states persist as inhomogeneities and cross-links in the network remain, trapping certain fibrils in states of prestress ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}B). Above the LCST of pNIPAM (\>32 °C), the pNIPAM has reduced in volume by 3 orders of magnitude, reversing the osmotic pressure and compressing the I~3~K network. This leads to additional cross-links between the fibrils, a high proportion of fibrils in compressive states of prestress and confined buckling events in certain cases ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}C). These changes in the osmotic pressure and states of prestress are closely linked with significant changes in the systems' bulk mechanical properties of up to 3 orders of magnitude ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and as such are extremely important for the design of materials based on semiflexible polymer gels and networks. Although we have shown these changes exist, we have not yet been able to fully describe the system's response in terms of analytical models for how states of prestress and the shear modulus are linked, which is an important next step. This could then create an opportunity for the control of a wide range of material properties on the nanoscale, which are crucial for many biomimetic applications, such as adhesion, mechanics, phase separation, viscoelasticity, sol/gel transition and fracture.^[@ref53]^ We have shown the temperature dependent behavior using pNIPAM but this could potentially be enhanced/tuned further using other thermoresponsive polymers such as Pluronic F127, which can gel independently.^[@ref54]^ Alongside temperature control, the use of light and electric potentials have also been shown to modulate self-assembly processes and could also be used to actuate stress in these networks^[@ref55]−[@ref57]^

![Schematic diagrams of the I~3~K/pNIPAM networks in various conditions (not to scale). (A) The I~3~K system alone with no pNIPAM. Some of the fibrils are stressed due to the forces imposed by cross-links and others are not. (B) The I~3~K/pNIPAM network below the pNIPAM lower critical solution temperature (LCST) features osmotic swelling due to the pNIPAM and causes some I~3~K fibrils to be under tension. This causes a weakening of cross-links and a reduction in the mechanical strength of the network. (C) The I~3~K/pNIPAM network above the pNIPAM LCST features osmotic compression as the pNIPAM shrinks during the coil-to-globule transition. This strengthens the network and causes some I~3~K fibrils to buckle.](bm-2019-000853_0009){#fig9}

Additional work is needed to fully understand the impacts of osmotic stress, such as through dehydration, on the fibers within these kinds of gels and further investigation could proceed through microscopy combined with shear cell rheometry^[@ref58]^ In addition, through careful experiment design and temperature control, the coil--globule transition of pNIPAM in the peptide networks could be visualized using these kinds of experiment. Furthermore, when similar peptide-based gels designed for therapeutics are put into use, they will inevitably have to withstand the range of osmotic pressures exerted on them by the various environments present *in vivo*. We have shown how these forces can drastically impact the peptide gel network, and so further study of these effects is necessary to provide higher performance therapeutic biomaterials. The local stress environment presented by these materials will closely impact the behavior of bacteria and biofilm development around these materials, and managing these types of interactions is a major challenge for modern healthcare.^[@ref59]^ Future work is also needed to investigate how osmotic stress modulates the number of fibers in states of prestress in naturally occurring biopolymer networks, such as *in vivo* systems implicated in amyloid diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's.^[@ref60]^

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

We used a combination of bulk rheology and image analysis of the dynamics of individual peptide fibrils through single-molecule fluorescence microscopy to demonstrate active modulation of peptide gel mechanics through the control of osmotic pressures. We combined the thermoresponsive polymer pNIPAM with the self-assembling synthetic peptide I~3~K to form a hybrid system capable of a temperature-controlled sol--gel transition, with changes in the elastic modulus of up to 3 orders of magnitude (1 Pa to 4.6 kPa). The addition of the pNIPAM to the I~3~K gel at low temperatures resulted in a lowering of the elastic modulus and an increase in the scaling between elastic modulus and frequency, suggesting that the system was acting as a solution of semiflexible filaments and that a sol--gel transition has occurred. However, the dynamics of the peptides shows that the addition of low to moderate amounts of pNIPAM (1 and 8 mg/mL) actually reduced the amplitude of thermal fluctuations at low temperatures with respect to the I~3~K alone. As the peptide is self-assembled prior to the addition of pNIPAM, we believe that this phenomenon is due to an extensional osmotic pressure exerted by the pNIPAM coils on the I~3~K network. This would cause the fibrils to be under tension, which greatly reduces the amplitude of thermal oscillations.^[@ref12],[@ref46]^ When a high amount of pNIPAM is introduced, the cross-links are broken by this tension, causing the I~3~K fibrils to have dynamics similar to reptation in a semidilute entangled solution. At higher temperatures, the pNIPAM undergoes a coil-to-globule transition, which decreases its volume by 3 orders of magnitude, causing a reversal of the osmotic pressure and a compressive force on the I~3~K network. This causes a large increase in the mechanical strength of the network (hardening), and the fibrils show signs of confined buckling in some samples, with rippled shapes. In addition, the pNIPAM has been shown to interact directly with the peptide fibers in our other work.^[@ref24]^ These interactions are likely to modulate the cross-links of the load bearing peptide network and co-operate with the osmotic forces to produce a bulk material with enhanced properties.

We also performed analysis of the fibril's shape to deduce the states of prestress in the networks under different conditions. We developed a self-consistent iterative mixture model which can account for differences between the length distributions of stressed and unstressed fibrils. This showed that the temperature switch can also be used to control the states of prestress in the peptide network. The I~3~K only network also features a temperature dependence, and the stresses within it increase significantly at higher temperatures. We have demonstrated that states of prestress in I~3~K can be modulated by the thermoresponsive polymer pNIPAM to actively control the bulk and meso-scale properties of the I~3~K fibril network. These results are applicable to commercially relevant therapeutic biomaterials and other naturally occurring biopolymer networks, such as microtubules and amyloid fibrils, in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085).Fibril tracking procedure and transverse velocity profiles (Section 1); additional fibril confining potentials (Section 2); analysis of dynamics using Fourier mode amplitudes (Section 3) ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.biomac.9b00085/suppl_file/bm9b00085_si_001.pdf))
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